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Abstract
More accurate machine learning models often demand more computation and memory at test time, making them difficult to deploy on CPU- or memory-constrained
devices. Model compression (also known as distillation) alleviates this burden by
training a less expensive student model to mimic the expensive teacher model while
maintaining most of the original accuracy. However, when fresh data is unavailable
for the compression task, the teacher’s training data is typically reused, leading to
suboptimal compression. In this work, we propose to augment the compression
dataset with synthetic data from a generative adversarial network (GAN) designed
to approximate the training data distribution. Our GAN-assisted model compression
(GAN-MC) significantly improves student accuracy for expensive models such as
deep neural networks and large random forests on both image and tabular datasets.
Building on these results, we propose a comprehensive metric—the Compression
Score—to evaluate the quality of synthetic datasets based on their induced model
compression performance. The Compression Score captures both data diversity
and discriminability, and we illustrate its benefits over the popular Inception Score
in the context of image classification.
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Introduction

Modern machine learning models have achieved remarkable levels of accuracy, but their complexity
can make them slow to query, expensive to store, and difficult to deploy for real-world use. Ideally,
we would like to replace such cumbersome models with simpler models that perform equally well.
One way to address this problem is to perform model compression (also known as distillation), which
consists of training a student model to mimic the outputs of a teacher model (Bucila et al., 2006;
Hinton et al., 2015).
An important degree of freedom in the model compression problem is the compression set1 used to
train the student. Ideally, fresh (unlabeled) data from the training distribution would fuel this task,
but often no fresh data remains after the teacher is trained (Bucila et al., 2006; Ba & Caruana, 2014),
leading to suboptimal compression performance.
In this paper, we propose GAN-assisted model compression (GAN-MC), a simple approach to
improving teacher-student compression by augmenting the compression set with GAN data. On
CIFAR-10 image classification, we show GAN-MC consistently improves student test accuracy for
deep neural network teacher-student pairings. For random forest teachers, we demonstrate 25 to
336-fold reductions in execution and storage costs with less than 1.2% loss in test performance across
a suite of real-world tabular datasets.
1
To avoid ambiguity, we will refer to the dataset used for compression as “compression set” and reserve the
name “training set” for the data used to train the teacher.

Extended abstract. Smooth Games Optimization and Machine Learning Workshop (NIPS 2018), Montréal,
Canada.

We further develop a Compression Score, which uses GAN-MC to evaluate the quality of synthetic
datasets and their generators. We show it offers a robust, goal-driven metric for synthetic data quality
and illustrate its advantages over the popular Inception Score on CIFAR-10.
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2.1

Model Compression with GANs
Deep Neural Network Compression

In the standard teacher-student approach to compressing a neural network classifier, a relatively
inexpensive prediction rule, like a shallow neural network, is trained to predict the unnormalized log probability values—the logits z—assigned to each class by a previously trained deep
network classifier. The inexpensive model is termed the student, and the expensive deep network is
termed the teacher. Given a compression set of n feature vectors paired with teacher logit vectors,
{(x(1) , z (1) ), ..., (x(n) , z (n) )}, Ba & Caruana (2014) proposed framing the compression task as a
multitask regression problem with L2 loss,
L(θ) = ||g(x; θ) − z||22 .
(1)
Here, θ represents any student model parameters to be learned (e.g., the student network weights),
and g(x; θ) is the vector of logits predicted by the student model for the input feature vector x.
2.2

Random Forest Compression

Random forests (Breiman, 2001) construct highly accurate prediction rules by averaging the predictions of a diverse and often large collection of learned decision trees. Effectively mimicking a
large random forest with a single decision tree or a small forest has the potential to reduce prediction
computation and storage costs by multiple orders of magnitude (Bucila et al., 2006; Joly et al., 2012;
Begon et al., 2017; Painsky & Rosset, 2016, 2018). Focusing on the common setting of binary
classification with labels in {0, 1}, we propose to train a student regression random forest to predict a
teacher forest’s outputted probability p of a datapoint x having the label 1.
2.3

GAN-assisted Model Compression (GAN-MC)

In a typical compression setting, as much data as possible has been dedicated to training the highly
accurate teacher model, leaving little fresh data for training the student model. To boost student
performance and compression efficiency, we propose a simple solution applicable to tabular and
image data alike: augment the compression set with synthetic feature vectors generated by a highquality GAN. These synthetic feature vectors are then labeled with the true outputted teacher class
probabilities or logits, as described in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2. We call this approach GAN-assisted model
compression (GAN-MC).
To generate high-quality GAN feature vectors which capture the salient features of each class, we use
the auxiliary classifier GAN (AC-GAN) of Odena et al. (2017). The AC-GAN generator G produces a
synthetic feature vector Xf ake = G(W, C) given a random noise vector W and an independent target
class label C drawn from the real data class distribution. For any given feature vector x, the AC-GAN
discriminator D predicts both the probability of each class label P (C | x) and the probability of the
data source being real or fake, P (S | x) for S ∈ {real, f ake}. Given a training dataset Dreal of
labeled feature vectors, two components contribute to the AC-GAN training objective:
P
1
Lsource = |Dreal
(x,c)∈Dreal log P (S = real | x) + EW,C∼pc [log P (S = f ake | G(W, C))] and
|
P
1
Lclass = |Dreal
(2a)
(x,c)∈Dreal log P (C = c | x) + EW,C∼pc [log P (C | G(W, C))],
|
representing the expected conditional log-likelihood of the correct source and the correct class of
a feature vector, respectively. In the adversarial game, the generator G is trained to maximize
Lclass − Lsource , and the discriminator D is trained to maximize Lclass + Lsource .
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Deep Neural Network GAN-MC

We now investigate how GAN-MC performs when used to compress convolutional deep neural
network (CNN) classifiers trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset of Krizhevsky & Hinton (2009). CIFAR10 consists of 32 × 32 RGB images from 10 classes, divided into 50,000 training and 10,000 test
2

(a) Student classification accuracy on test set

(b) Student L2 loss on compression set

Figure 1: Student performance for L2 logit-matching compression as training progresses on CIFAR10 (see Sec. 3). The teacher and student are NIN and LeNet with test accuracies of 78.1% and 66.2%
(red dashed curve in (a)) when trained without compression. Compression is performed using only
real training data (blue curve), only synthetic GAN data (green curve), or a mixture of training data
and GAN data (orange curve, pf ake = 0.8). Results are averaged over 3 independent runs.
Table 1: Test accuracy (Higgs) and test AUC (Evergreen and MAGIC) of the learned student in
random forest compression. Here a forest with 500 trees is compressed into a single decision tree.
Training Teacher Student
Student after Compression with
Dataset
Data Size
Only
Only
Training Data GAN Data Training & GAN
Higgs
MAGIC
Evergreen

1k
100k
10k
5k

66.4%
72.6%
0.935
0.889

56.2%
62.1%
0.785
0.731

56.5%
62.7%
0.895
0.856

59.0%
69.6%
0.918
0.882

57.7%
64.7%
0.912
0.849

images. The teacher and the student are NIN (Lin et al., 2014) and LeNet (LeCun et al., 1998) models.
The uncompressed networks are pre-trained by Caffe (Chan, 2016; Jia et al., 2014). For compression
training, we use the Adam optimizer in Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2015) with learning rate 10−4 and
the L2 loss in Eq. 1. The performance is evaluated after 200 training epochs.
We compare the standard approach of compression using only the teacher’s training dataset to two
versions of GAN-MC: compression using only GAN data and compression using a mixture of training
and GAN data. The GAN data is produced in real time during the stochastic optimization training.
The mixture of training and GAN data is realized by generating GAN data with probability pf ake
and by sampling from the training set with probability 1 − pf ake . For each teacher-student pair, we
select the value of pf ake in {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0} that yields the highest validation set accuracy and
report performance on the held-out test set. This results in the choice pf ake = 0.8.
Fig. 1a displays student test accuracy following each epoch of compression training with the L2
logit-matching objective. In the end, both versions of GAN-MC significantly outperform compression
on training data alone and training without compression (‘Student Only’). The results are particularly
striking for the mixture of GAN and training data which doubles the impact of training data compression. wIn this case, student accuracy increases by 10.5 percentage points (from 66.2% to 76.7%)
with GAN-MC as opposed to 5.3 percentage points (from 66.2% to 71.5%) with training data alone.
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Random Forest GAN-MC

We next use three tabular datasets — Evergreen (StumbleUpon Evergreen) dataset from Kaggle
and Higgs and MAGIC (MAGIC Gamma Telescope) datasets from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository — to explore how GAN-MC performs when used to compress large random forests for
binary classification. We study three scenarios: compression using training data only, GAN data
only or a mixture of training and GAN data. We generate nf ake = 9 nreal GAN datapoints for the
compression set, where nreal is the number of real training datapoints. The mixture compression set
is generated by pooling the nreal training datapoints and the nf ake GAN datapoints together.
3

Table 2: Inception and Compression Scores for CIFAR-10 images; larger scores should signify higher
quality images. Inferior data generated by training well-trained GAN for 10 additional epochs using
only the classification objective Lclass (see Sec. 5.2). Inception Score increases for inferior images
despite evident unrealistic artifacts. Compression Score decreases for inferior images.
Real Data
Well-trained GAN
Inferior GAN

Inception: 11.2 ± 0.1
Compression: 0.994 ± 0.003

Inception: 5.80 ± 0.06
Compression: 0.778 ± 0.002

Inception: 5.93 ± 0.06
Compression: 0.702 ± 0.002

The results of compressing a random forest with 500 trees into a single decision tree are given in
Table 1. We use test accuracy as our performance metric for the balanced Higgs dataset and test AUC
for the unbalanced MAGIC and Evergreen datasets. For all datasets and a variety of training dataset
sizes, compression with GAN data outperforms compression with training data and substantially
outperforms the student model trained without compression.
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5.1

Evaluating GANs with a Compression Score
The Compression Score

To evaluate the quality of a generated dataset D relative to a real dataset Dreal , we define a Compression Score based on the test accuracy acc(D) of a student trained with compression set D to mimic a
teacher pre-trained on Dreal :
CompressionScore(D; Dreal ) =

acc(D) − accmode
.
acc(Dreal ) − accmode

The term accmode represents the accuracy obtained by always predicting the most common class in
Dreal . A higher Compression Score is designed to indicate a higher quality dataset D.
5.2

Evaluating GANs: An Illustration with CIFAR-10

To illustrate the potential benefit of the Compression Score over the commonly-used Inception Score,
we reinstate the CIFAR-10 experimental setup of Fig. 1. The standard error is obtained from 3
independent runs. Each student is trained only for one epoch. We evaluate the compression score on
real data, well-trained GAN data (i.e., data from the AC-GAN described in Sec. 3), and inferior data
which have high confidence classifications under the teacher network but do not resemble real data.
The inferior data are generated by training the well-trained AC-GAN for 10 additional epochs using
only the classification objective Lclass given in Eq. 2a. That is, both the generator G and discriminator
D are trained to maximize Lclass , while ignoring the traditional GAN objective component Lsource .
In Table 2, the quality of the GAN data degrades noticeably after the additional training with only
Lclass . Unrealistic artifacts are evident in the inferior images, but the Inception Scores of those
images are higher than those of the well-trained images. In contrast, the Compression Score decreases
in accordance with our expectations as the GAN images become evidently worse. Using the Inception
Score code of (Salimans et al., 2016) and an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU, the Inception Score required
1436.6s and the Compression Score 350.1s.
4
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